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GDPR-COMPLIANT
DATA STORAGE
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sales@iternity.com | +49 761 590 34 810

COMPLIANT ARCHIVING
The GDPR calls for keywords such as integrity protection, the right to be forgotten,
encryption and privacy-by-design, which force organizations worldwide to take action.
A software-defined approach helps you to optimize your data management and
create a secure foundation for GDPR-compliant data management.
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A CENTRAL ARCHIVE PLATFORM AS KEY TO COMPLIANCE
iTernity‘s software-defined storage and archiving solutions form the foundation for GDPR-compliant data storage,
ensure long-term data integrity & availability and protect your IT infrastructure investments.
is a middleware for retention management
▪ iCAS
and WORM storage. The software integrates perfectly into
your existing IT infrastructure and complements it to ensure

„

compliance, data integrity and long-term availability.

FS is a scale-out archiving platform and ensures
▪ iCAS
future-proof data storage and compliance at low TCO.
Thanks to the zero-touch operation and the integrated
monitoring your IT has no effort with the archive system.

Many requirements of the GDPR are easier to implement based on a central archive storage platform.
First, the GDPR requires a review and optimization of existing business processes. Technology is only
the second step, but it can be crucial for the implementation and continuous compliance.
Werner Bachmann, Lawyer with focus on IT compliance and privacy
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GDPR-COMPLIANT WITH ITERNITY SOLUTIONS
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Solutions audited and certified
by KPMG for privacy-bydesign and privacy-by-default

Software-defined solutions
allow you to keep up with
state-of-the-art technology

Thanks to WORM storage,
your data is protected against
manipulation attempts and
unauthorized deletion

120+ validated business
applications (ERP, ECM, DMS,
PACS, Email, ...) and flexibility
in the choice of your storage
infrastructure

DATA INTEGRITY
PROTECTION

MULTI-TENANCY AND
ACCESS CONTROL

RETENTION
MANAGEMENT

RIGHT TO BE
FORGOTTEN

Automatic identification and
repair of damaged archive
objects (Self-Healing)

Separation of archives
into repositories and
documentation of all access
attempts in audit logs

Timestamps and lock
concept guarantee a secure
data retention to meet legal
requirements

GDPR-compliant process for
the deletion of data before
expiration of the retention
period

GET IN TOUCH WITH OUR EXPERTS
Would you like to learn more about GDPR-compliant archiving?
Discuss your challenges and questions directly with us:
sales@iternity.com | +49 761 590 34 810

